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In haiku, images that are themselves concrete and limited lead us not only to a sharper perception of objects of sense, but to another, less definite, transcendental plane of experience, in which we perceive things not as separate and distinct only,but as distinct parts of  a universal whole, an ultimate reality, a single ground ... What is explicit or concrete on the literal level leads to what is implicit on the supra-logical, non-literal level. And haiku operate simultaneously on both levels. (56)
Again, what McClintock claims for haiku is reminiscent of the Imagists. He is describing the same sort of transcendental experience as was Pound in his definition of the image: "It is the presentation of such an image which
gives that sense of sudden liberation, that sense of freedom from time and space limits, that sense of sudden growth, which one experiences in the presence of the greatest works of art." (57) McClintock's belief in the transcendental ability of haiku is an outgrowth of his entire mystical world-view, which sees reality
as something that ultimately escapes the rational intellect and can be grasped only through a different sort of perception:
In haiku the objects around us, the familiar, are perceived as unfamiliar because through the senses, including the mind as a "sense",
rather than by mental abstraction. And this perception through the senses works a release from conditioned response of the whole being, again, including the mind, but an area of the mind far different from its surface capacity for "reason," conceiving and ab‑
stracting. When conditioning, habit, and custom are dropped from our necessities, when we deny them, I think we have our truest vision of the world. Haiku is visionary poetry. In its simplicity and directness it expresses a  higher wisdom than the conventions and artifi‑
cialities of what we call reason provide us.  And I suppose you could say haiku is mystical. I find it to be so. But it is not a mysticism
of sense deprivation, which is the intellect sucking on itself alone in a starving room, but a mysticism grounded and rooted, actually,in the concrete, in the senses In haiku I have found something that will not submit to be named. Haiku is simply the art of significant perception wherein the partaker confronts the meaning of things in themselves. Haiku are primitive, and for them we have
no substitute in our literature. (58)
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At this point one expects to hear the inevitable cry of, "Zen, aha!" But I think it is not so much the ideology of Zen as the ideology of haiku
that is expressed here. And just as this ideology of haiku has certain elements in common with Zen (it is a-logical, simple, direct, mystical but grounded in

